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Explore your spiritual and human existence within the bounds of natural imagery and look into the

energies, fears, and wrong beliefs that are holding you back from having the best life possible. Via

Shamanism studies, these 44 beautifully drawn oracle cards on black background will help you

learn the importance of symbolism in the human psyche. Discover for yourself and others the

energies surrounding situations in life that can hinder or assist you along your path of

self-awareness and healing. Whether a novice or skilled reader, the messages found in these cards

and the accompanying guidebook will give you the insight, personal empowerment, and trust in your

own intuitive abilities and will allow you to begin an energetic healing journey that is precisely

tailored to you. Consider the universal symbols and energetic messages these cards have for you.

Begin living a life of spiritual clarity, energetic oneness, and personal empowerment.
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I own over twenty decks of oracle/tarot cards. I was pleasantly surprised by the box that holds the

deck. I love the magnetic seal and ribbons. It makes it so easy to open and work with!! I like the

depth that these cards hold, they are full of beautiful imagery and symbolism. Definately a

worthwhile investment!

The artwork and insight are wonderful. As well as being beautiful with their fabulous images and

gold edges, the cards are heavy and durable. The included book is well written and very informative.

All fit into a sturdy box for storage and safekeeping. The entire set is a joy for novices and the

experienced alike!



These cards have quickly become my favorite deck to use for my own personal readings and to do

readings for others. The symbolism is perfect and beautifully drawn. It is a great deck to use when

you don't have the time to learn lots of "rules". You can pull cards, look at the symbols and colors

and allow yourself to be guided intuitively. Great job Michelle!

I love these oracle cards! As an intuitive I have used other decks to gain clarity, but these take it to a

much deeper soul level. I highly recommend these cards to those who are wanting to deepen their

connection with Creator. They can be used as a daily card, or in meditation. I pulled a card each day

of the week, when I first received them, then put all the cards together at the end of the week. It was

spot on, for what was going on at the time, in my life. It was like a mini shaman class!

I am giving these a four only because I haven't really had a chance to work with them yet. As I use

them more, I am sure that they will become one of my favorite decks. The colors subtle, mostly blue,

black, white, and gold, however, I feel like the colors take away distractions and allow you to dive

into them using your intuition. I have found that when I pull a card it is relevant to the question that I

ask.

The energy and beauty in these cards amazes me! I've worked with many decks as I'm a

professional reader and collector, and very few of the decks I've used match what this deck has

done for me. I highly recommend this deck to anyone who appreciates sensing the energy as they

read.

The cards were a LOT shiney-er than i expected, but they're so beautiful, i can forgive that!

Although honestly, if they were more matte, it would have made the black backgrounds pop and

make the art actually breath-taking! Too bad. Anyway, love the art.. love the black background.. love

the hard, magnetic lidded box.. and love the cards in general!
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